Paediatric Dermatology
Residents and Specialists Course | 28-29 January 2022 | Barcelona, Spain

Description
During the course the attendees will be able to update their knowledge on the most common paediatric skin conditions with the help of the most world prestigious experts on paediatric dermatology.
Participants will also have the opportunity to meet after the sessions and enjoy a further exchange in the beautiful city of Barcelona.

Learning Objectives
After the course, participants will be able to
- Identify the most common paediatric dermatology conditions
- Treat and investigate accurately the most severe conditions
- Have a good approach to hair dysplasia in children

Faculty
Ramon Grimalt, Mario Cutrone, Dirk Van Gysel, Talia Kakourou, Carlo Gelmetti

Programme
Friday, 28 January 2022

09:00 - 09:30 Welcome and introduction + Test yourself - pre course test - Prof Ramon Grimalt
09:30 - 10:00 The skin in the first hours of life - Dr Mario Cutrone
10:00 - 10:30 Infantile Haemangioma - Dr Dirk Van Gysel
10:30 - 11:00 Genital Skin Conditions in PD - Dr Mario Cutrone
11:00 - 11:15 Break and refreshments
11:15 - 11:45 Mastocytosis - Dirk Van Gysel
11:45 - 13:00 Common Clinical Cases in a Quiz format - (All)
13:00 - 14:00 Lunch
14:00 - 14:30 Diaper dermatitis and DD - Dr Talia Kakourou
14:30 - 15:00 Hair in the neonate - Prof Ramon Grimalt
15:00 - 15:30 Management of Melanocytic nevi - Dr Talia Kakourou
15:30 - 16:00 Clinical diagnosis of hair conditions - Prof Ramon Grimalt
16:00 - 16:15 Break and refreshments
16:15 – 17:30 Clinical cases from residents - (Max. 5 minutes per participant)
20:30 - 22:30 Networking dinner with speakers and participants
Saturday, 29 January 2022

09:00 - 09:30 Alopecia areata: When to treat - Prof Ramon Grimalt
09:30 - 10:00 The color of the skin: variations in mankind and during the life - Prof Carlo Gelmetti
10:00 - 10:30 Kawasaki disease and multisystem inflammatory syndrome in children (MIS-C) associated with SARS-Cov-2: differences and similarities- Dr Dirk Van Gysel
10:30 - 11:00 Tattoo: What a dermatologist needs to know - Prof Carlo Gelmetti
11:00 - 11:15 Break and refreshments
11:15 - 11:45 True nevi and fake nevi: A long story still actual- Prof Carlo Gelmetti
11:45 - 12:00 Test: Self-assessment
12:00 - 12:30 Closing remarks and farewell
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